
                
 

             

Meet spontaneously. Anywhere, anytime. Offline.  

CONFIDENTIAL

The easiest meetup app to meet with friends and people nearby. 



PROBLEM
Biggest problems of today’s modern society: 

LONELINESS and BOREDOM.
There is currently no efficient way to spontaneously meet with others offline. 

✗ Messaging apps where users text tens of friends only to find out everyone is busy -
FAIL

✗ Dating apps where a match rarely ends up in a meeting (0.7% conversion rate on 
Tinder) – FAIL 

✗ Event apps which are focused on group, organized, 

impersonal events - FAIL
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The first real-time spontaneous activity app.
Spontime = Spontaneous Time. 

Match and Meet TODAY. 
Using the power of Machine Learning, Spontime connects two people who want to 

perform the same activity at the same time - e.g. coffee, jogging, or lunch.
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FIND FUN ACTIVITIES AROUND YOU… 

Every time you feel bored there are at
least 100 people around you who are
bored as well. 

See what people around you are up to 
and join them right away. 

…OR INVITE OTHERS TO YOUR 
ACTIVITIES

Want to grab lunch, go jogging, or get
drinks? Spontime it and let others join
you. 

PRODUCT
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The APPLICATION
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-College Students
-High School Students

-International Students
-Digital Nomads

-New Movers
-Young Adults

- and anyone looking to meet new friends quickly

PERFECT FOR:
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COMPETITION – WHY SPONTIME?
Dating apps (Tinder, Bumble):
- mostly used for dating
-allow users to match, but do not help in any way to actually meet offline -
conversion rate from match to meeting on Tinder - 0,7%

Event apps (Meetup, Eventbrite, Facebook Events):
-organized, formal, impersonal event apps

***Spontime
-users meet the same day they match
-not a dating app, but a spontaneous activity, friendship app- the market is
enormously bigger.
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APP Spontime Tinder Meetup Facebook Events  

Type of meeting  Daily activities - 
coffee, jogging, lunch, 

spontaneous 
meetings 

Dates and hookups Organized Events 
based on interests 

Organized Events, 
parties 

Process Match and meet 
today 

Match, Chat, Schedule 
Meeting, Wait, Meet 

RSVP Join  

When? Right now; today Usually couple 
days/weeks after 

match; match rarely 
ends in a meeting 

Plan up to months 
ahead, rarely 
spontaneous 

Plan up to months 
ahead, can go now 

Who Friends and people 
nearby  

Dates Groups of similar 
interests 

Friends and many other 
random people 

Purpose of the 
meeting 

Fun, Meet new 
people, Kill boredom, 

any activity -beer, 
jogging, lunch 

Date, hookup, 
relationship 

Networking, 
development of 

interests 

Party, events 

Meeting rate 20-30% excpected- 
users who match, 

show up  

0.8% conversion rate 
from match to meeting 

People RSVP but 
don't appear 

People join but don't 
come 

Relationship 
between 
atendees  

Personal Personal Impersonal, hard to 
build personal 

relationship during 
the meeting 

Very Impersonal - 
usually no actualy host 

and schedule 

Best for Travelers, those who 
want to meet new 

people; kill boredom; 
waiting time 

Those looking for 
relationships, hookups, 

dates 

Those willing to 
network with people 

from similar 
industry/with similar 

interests 

Friends looking for an 
event to go together 

	

COMPARISON - WHY SPONTIME? 
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THE TEAM

Elizabeth Johnson
PR Manager

Karolina 
Demianczuk

Founder

Dylan Stroud
Product Design

Mario Castro
Global Development

Igor Pokidko
IT Manager
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STUDENT PARTNERSHIPS
ü Partnerships with Rotary International, AIESEC, ESN and other global student 

organizations and Universities around the world
ü More than 100 National Representatives in 80 countries

http://www.spontime.co/about-us/
ü More than 200 College Reps in 200 US Colleges
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THANK YOU

Contact:
info@spontime.co

karolina@spontime.co

www.spontime.co/contact

Spontime Inc.180 Sansome St

San Francisco, CA 94104
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